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MODO

7” colour display with touch-screen
menu
Unlimited intercom calls from
virtual keypad on screen
Unlimited activations using virtual
keypad
Possibility of calling several
switchboards or manned stations
Management of two electric locks
Selectable ring tones
Surveillance camera scan cycle

Plenty of room for pictures with Modo. With a 7"
colour display combined with the possibility
of cyclically selecting the cameras to which the
IPervoice can be connected, this monitor guarantees
effective monitoring of all areas under video surveillance. Furthermore, the integrated video door phone
mailbox system shows messages left by visitors
who called the users while they were away.
Modo is performance leader also for other video
door phone functions: intercom calls, including calls
to switchboard, have no limit and each name can be
directly called up using the virtual keypad on screen,
for additional practicality. Furthermore, audio feed to
the outside can be cut off during hands-free communications for additional conversation privacy. Audio
efficiency is optimal using two high power speakers.
Audio management is free offering several ring tones to choose from. The ringer can be turned off
using the mute function with LED indicator.

Mailbox query function
Automatic door opener function
Mute function with LED indicator
Audio by means of two speakers
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APARTMENT
STATIONS
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Open
garage gate

129
35

Open
pedestrian gate

220
Dimensions mm (H x W x D)

Staircase
lights on

Dimensions in (H x W x D)
5,08 x 8,66 x 1,38

Show other
cameras

9 mm (0,35 in)
protrusion from wall

Communication
on

Mute

There is more freedom and versatility: this monitor
can autonomously manage two electric locks.
Modo implements state-of-the-art technology
in minimum design at home: only one frame, with
smooth shapes and careful choice of materials.

Audio/video
settings

Technology within hand’s reach. Function management is simple with Modo. The touch-screen menu
guides all operations. A user-friendly icon system
facilities command use with the same ease as
a mobile phone.

VIDEO DOOR PHONE
1717/1

7" touch-screen colour monitor. Connection to IPervoice riser column
with UTP CAT5/5e/6 cable and RJ45 connector.
Floor call ready. Panic button input. Allows to all any system user by means
of a virtual keypad on screen. No separate bracket needed.

1717/1

Colour.
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